Trailer Manufacturers offer more value with
new trailer floor solution
Before WISA-TopGrip Evo2
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In fact, CLEAR says that apart from a small dip in demand in 2019, trailer registrations are forecast to
be higher from 2017-2021 than in any other five-year period in history.3 Trailer production is expected
to achieve the same result.
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industry, as each player seeks to differentiate itself in terms of efficiency, effectiveness, and value for
money.5

New flooring solution adds value
The trucking industry is not without its share of challenges. New regulations on emissions, rising road toll prices
in places like Germany, restrictions on driving time, and other issues make it paramount for business owners to
maximise profit without sacrificing efficiency or safety.
Trailer manufacturers have the possibility of helping business owners in the trucking industry meet these goals by
replacing regular trailer floors with the new WISA-TopGrip Evo2 flooring. Doing this would eliminate the need for
trucking companies to use manually-placed friction mats to secure their loads.
While using anti-slip or friction mats with ratchet straps is a popular option for making sure that heavy loads are
secured properly during transport, there are many downsides to using them. Trucking personnel are exposed to
several risks, such as falling off the trailer while installing the mats or having a body part caught under the cargo
during loading.
Anti-slip mats also have a fairly short lifespan and need to be replaced constantly. Considering that anti-slip mats
cost about €0.50, each, truck load can cost the business between €15 to €20, not to mention the additional time
and labour cost from inefficient loading and unloading practices.
The new WISA-TopGrip Evo2 flooring is a safe, sustainable and cost-effective alternative to friction mats.
Manufacturers that offer trailers with pre-installed WISA-TopGrip Evo2 flooring can save customers up to €10
000 euros in material and labour costs. This is because trucking companies save between 5 to 15 minutes during
loading and unloading with WISA-TopGrip Evo2.
Testing of the new WISA-TopGrip Evo2 trailer flooring has been carried out in the past couple of years. The
second generation WISA-TopGrip Evo2 trailer flooring has performed excellently in laboratory testing measuring
its friction coefficient when used with paper reels, EPAL pallets and gitter boxes. In test situations, which included
testing WISA-TopGrip Evo2 floors against extreme loads, the floors showed no sign of damage even after a year
of use. Most importantly, installing WISA-TopGrip Evo2 trailer flooring instead of using friction mats minimises the
accident risks that trucking personnel are exposed to.
By pre-installing WISA-TopGrip Evo2 trailer floors, manufacturers bring much needed added value to their clients
by offering an alternative that saves trucking companies time and money without sacrificing safety or efficiency.
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